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Abstract
This chapter focuses on the key challenges in the design of multimediabased scalable techniques for threat management and security of
information infrastructures. It brings together several multimedia
technologies and presents a conceptual architectural framework for an
open, secure distributed multimedia application that is composed of
multiple domains employing different security and privacy policies and
various data analysis and mining tools for extracting sensitive information.
The challenge is to integrate such disparate components to enable largeCopyright © 2006, Idea Group Inc. Copying or distributing in print or electronic forms without written
permission of Idea Group Inc. is prohibited.
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scale multimedia applications and provide a mechanism for threat
management. The proposed framework provides a holistic solution for
large-scale distributed multi-domain multimedia application environments.

Introduction
Security of information infrastructures, both in public or private sectors, is vital
to overall national security goals. Such infrastructures provide capabilities for
gathering, managing, and sharing vital information among numerous organizations that can form large e-enterprises and generally interoperate in the form of
a federation of autonomous domains (Joshi, Ghafoor, Aref, & Spafford, 2001;
Thuraisingham, 2003). Information shared among multiple domains can come
in various forms including text, audio, video, and images which can increase the
complexity of security and privacy management. The key security challenges
include integration of diverse security policies of collaborating organizations
into a coherent capability for protecting information and using collaborative
knowledge for detecting and responding to any emerging threats. In addition,
information privacy is generally an overriding concern (Adams & Sasse, 1999).
Furthermore, a plethora of data analysis and mining tools have emerged that
cyber defenders can use to extract sensitive information from public and private
multimedia applications and detect patterns and activities indicating potential
threats to an infrastructure. Thus, two key challenges to the design of multimedia-based scalable techniques for threat management and security of information infrastructures are data mining and security, which we briefly overview
in the next section.

Key Issues in Data Mining
and Multimedia Security
Multimedia Data Analysis and Mining
Emerging multimedia applications require large-scale integration, mining, and
analysis of multimedia data that is generally distributed over multiple security
domains. Most of these applications use sensitive information for identifying
Copyright © 2006, Idea Group Inc. Copying or distributing in print or electronic forms without written
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